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“Autumn 

shows us 

how beautiful 

it is to let  

things go.” 

The transition period from summer into winter can make it easy to cozy up, stay 

inside, and lose track of your health progress. Less sunlight, more rain, and cooler 

temperatures don’t have to affect your wellbeing. 

 

Challenge yourself and boost your health and happiness this fall with these mini 

wellness challenges: 

 

• Meditate every day. Meditation will reduce your stress levels and alleviate anxiety. It will 

also help you sleep better, feel more productive, boost your mood, and fight the risk of 

depression. Make it a goal to meditate for at least five minutes every day of fall. 
 

• Go a week without added sugars. Yes, it is possible! Added sugars lead to weight gain 

and an increased risk of heart disease. If you’re a sugar addict, this fall is a great time to 

crush your addiction before you’re surrounded by holiday treats. 
 

• Take a break from social media. A social media detox might be just what you need to 

boost your mental health. Social media has been linked to risks of depression and a lower 

self-esteem. Scrolling mindlessly through Instagram and Facebook for hours a day will 

distract your from your loved ones and limit your attention to what is happening. Try to 

limit using social media to 30 minutes a day. 
 

• Cook a meal using in-season produce. Say hello to healthy fall produce! Using in-season 

produce is a great way to switch things up and try out some new, healthy recipes. Some 

of our favorites include sweet potatoes, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, and winter squash. 
 

• Track your water intake. It’s easier to drink water during the summer months due to the 

heat and sweating. The fall months might make it trickier for you to stay properly 

hydrated. Start tracking your water intake throughout the day. Try using a free app to 

make tracking water a breeze. 
 

• Try out a new workout. Ever wanted to try a kickboxing or Zumba class? Now is a great 

time to do it! Challenge yourself to try out a new group workout class or a new workout 

routine at your gym. Indoor workout classes are an excellent way to stay active when 

colder weather hits. 
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October: 

Healthy Lung Month 

We rarely think about breathing except when it’s hard to do. That’s why the entire 
month of October is devoted to Healthy Lung Month, an annual event. Many 
organizations have joined forces to educate the public about the importance of 
protecting our lungs against general neglect, bronchitis, mold, air pollution, and 
smoking. Bottom line: If we take care of our lungs, our lungs will take care of us. 
 

 
How To Observe Healthy Lung Month 

 

1. Exercise. Building up lung capacity can take a little time. But once you do, your efforts 

 will pay off with an improved ability to breathe deeper and longer. Celebrate Healthy 

 Lung Month by starting on a regular exercise regimen. Mix it up with swimming, long 

 walks, or dancing. Go easy and slowly build up to a schedule that works for you and 

 your lungs. 

 

2. Get a check-up. The best way to know if your lungs are functioning properly is to check 

 in with your doctor. Discuss any shortness of breath and be honest about any symptoms. 

 Pretending that symptoms don’t exist won’t make them go away. With a good bill of 

 health and an action plan for better lung maintenance, you’ll breathe easier in October 

 and beyond. 

 

3.  Clean your house. Lots of people have allergies, especially to dust and animal dander. 

 Make sure that you are regularly dusting your house, washing your blankets and rugs, 

 and brushing your dogs and cats for any excess hair they shed. Change your household 

 cleaners to gentler, non-toxic varieties. They may cost more but in the long run, you’ll be 

 helping yourself and the environment. 

 

 

If you have a cough that won’t go away, see your doctor. It may be nothing but it could be an 

early warning sign of a respiratory condition affecting your lungs. Other symptoms include 

tightness of the chest, wheezing, and ongoing shortness of breath, especially when physically 

exerting yourself. During Healthy Lung Month in October, discover community resources (many 

at low or no cost) that can help you breathe easy for years to come. 



Wellness Trends 
of 2019 
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Prescribing Nature 
Wouldn’t it be interesting if we went to the 

doctor and, instead of a prescription for some 

pharmaceutical, we receive a prescription for 

a 30-minute walk in nature? We might not be 

far away from this scenario. More and more 

people are living in urban areas, often with little 

or no nature, but recent research shows that 

people who live to be over 100 all have  

movement engineered into their daily lives. 

They stayed fit and well by doing their own 

housework, gardening, and by walking instead 

of driving. 

MediScent: Fragrance Gets a 

Wellness Makeover 
Studies show that scent’s powerful impact on 

our wellbeing is being showcased everywhere.  

The concept of aromatherapy, or using scent 

to treat disease, is an ancient practice. 

Because the brain creates memories in 

connection with smell, discovery shows that 

aromas can play a healing role for people 

with neurological disorders, such as dementia 

or Alzheimer’s. Additionally, using scent is an 

invisible mood booster. 

Nutrition Gets Very Personalized 
The rise of vegetarianism, dairy-free, gluten-

free, keto, paleo and other diets has left us 

confused about what we eat, where we eat, 

and when we eat it. This is where personalized 

nutrition comes in, where science and 

technology can dictate what food is ideal for 

us. Personalized diets could end frustration for 

wellness enthusiasts who are currently 

committing themselves to difficult lifestyle 

changes in the false hope that they are 

beneficial for them. 

Diets that require radical 
change might be doing 

the opposite of what they 
promise to accomplish 
due to your body type. 

Those who take a brisk 
25-minute walk every 
day could be adding at 

least three years to their 
lives. 

Scent therapy helps 
ground and relax people 
with short-term memory 
loss by activating positive 
memories from their past. 



Ways to Maintain Your Workout Momentum 

Through the Fall 
 

Swimsuit season is over, but don’t let packing on the layers give you an excuse to pack 
up your workout gear. 
 

1. Hit the Trails. Whether you’re going for a hike or running the trails, a softer surface can reduce the impact on 

your joints and the uneven terrain can increase cognitive motor function and overall coordination. 

2. Connect Mind and Body. The fall is a perfect time to improve your mind-body connection with a restorative 

workout like Tai Chi or yoga. These workouts can help build strength, flexibility, balance, and relieve stress. 

3. Try a New Class. Join a group class or try a streaming workout service at home for even more options to try 

something new every day. 

4. Work Out With a Buddy. With a work out buddy, you hold each other accountable rain or shine. Start a 

lunchtime walking club at work or hold walk-and-talk meetings for a change of scenery. 
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Eat Well 

Chicken Enchilada 
Spaghetti Squash 
 

INGREDIENTS 

2 8-ounce boneless, skinless chicken 

breasts 

1 2 1/2 to 3-pound spaghetti squash, 

halved lengthwise and seeded 

1 1/4 cups red enchilada sauce, 

divided 

1 medium zucchini, diced 

1 cup shredded pepper Jack cheese 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Step 1 Position racks in upper and lower 

thirds of oven; preheat to 450 degrees F. 

 

Step 2 Place chicken in medium 

saucepan, add water to cover and 

bring to a boil. Cover, reduce heat to 

low and gently simmer until thickest part 

reaches 165 degrees F, 10 to 15 minutes. 

 

Step 3 Transfer the chicken to a clean 

cutting board and shred with 2 forks. 

Transfer to a large bowl. 

Get Moving! 

 

Step 4 Place squash cut-side down in a 

microwave-safe dish and add 2 tbsp 

water. Microwave uncovered on High 

until the flesh is tender, about 10 

minutes. 

 

Step 5 Use a fork to scrape the squash 

from the shells into large bowl. Place 

the shells on a broiler-safe pan. Stir 1 

cup enchilada sauce, zucchini, 1/2 tsp 

pepper and 1/4 tsp salt into the squash 

and chicken. Divide mixture between 

shells, and top with remaining 1/4 cup 

enchilada sauce and cheese. 

 

Step 6 Bake on lower rack for 10 

minutes. Move upper rack, turn broiler 

on to high and broil until cheese starts 

to brown, about 2 minutes. Cut each 

shell in half, then serve. 

 

Serving size: 1/2 stuffed squash half 

Calories: 408 per serving 

Total Fat: 22g (11 g sat) per serving 

Sodium: 467mg per serving 

Total Carbohydrates: 20g per serving 

Dietary Fiber: 4g per serving 

Protein: 34g per serving 


